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IDEA EXCHANGE
PHYLLIS M. HAAN, Grand Rapids, Michigan
TRY THIS WHEN ADDRESSING 
ENVELOPES!
In addressing envelopes on the type­
writer, for a neat job always turn back the 
flap and then feed the envelope into the 
typewriter with the gummed side of the 
flap against the back of the rubber paper­
cylinder or platen.
You will find this eliminates the irregular 
typing surface that would otherwise be 
present if the envelope were fed into the 
typewriter with the flap folded under. You 
will also find that the line-space mechanism 
will respond more efficiently because of the 
smoother gliding surface thus provided.
If it is a quantity job you are engaged 
in, do not immediately on the completion 
of the city-and-state line for the addressee, 
twirl the cylinder knob to flip the envelope 
from the machine. You can easily make 
this operation do double duty.
From a stack of blank envelopes—ar­
ranged with flap turned back, gummed side 
down, and lower envelope-fold to the edge 
of the table towards you, and placed to the 
left of your machine—with your left hand 
pick up the top envelope. Place it against 
the rubber feed-roll as directed in the 
first paragraph.
Now use your right hand to twirl the 
knob, and your left to steady the new 
envelope. In one operation the completed 
envelope will be released from the machine 
and the next envelope will be ready in 
writing position.
MULTIPLE USE OF RECORDS
Original records should be used for as 
much work as possible because each duplica­
tion at a later operation involves time and 
creates the possibility of errors or addi­
tional cost in verifying the duplicated rec­
ords. A few examples:
Time tickets may be used for accumulat­
ing earnings and for labor distribution.
Carbon copies of invoices may be used for 
sales analysis, accounts receivable posting, 
computing commissions. Incoming invoices 
may be used for purchase distribution. 
Branch or department reports, designed to 
permit the use of summary board, may be 
used to compile summary statistics. Many 
original records may be utilized for multiple 
purposes if made with extra copies. Where 
such records do not lend themselves to 
multiple uses it is often possible to create 
unit or auxiliary records in the form re­
quired, as a by-product of creating the 
original document—for example, statistical 
media as a by-product of invoicing.
STATEMENT BALANCES
Transferring a statement balance as the 
account becomes active for the first time 
during the month, instead of transferring 
all balances at the beginning of the month, 
has two important advantages:
1. It spreads the work during the month.
2. It saves needless operations where 
accounts are paid in full before there 
are charges for the current month.
PENCIL ECONOMY
A paper cigarette holder makes an ex­
cellent pencil extender. Fitting the regu­
lation size pencil, more pleasant to the 
touch than metal, and lighter than other 
extenders or even than the pencil itself, it 
makes the utilization of short pencil lengths 
a pleasure.
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